I. Introduction
The recent observation ( l , 2 ) at high resolution of the microwave absor~tion sDectrum of mil-s of orthohydrogen molecules in parahydrogen crystals has provided extremely accurate data about the interniolecular interactions in the solid. A key element in the theory of the rotational level structure of the solid is the replacement of the intermolecula~-interactions by the 'renormalized' interactions which, in first approximation, are given by the average values of the instantaneous interactions over the vibrational motion of the centres-of-mass of the niolecules (3-6). In solid hydrogen at low temperatures only the motion due to the zel-o-point lattice vibrations need be considered.
According to neutron scattering experiments (7), the single-particle distribution of the moleculal-displacements around the lattice sites is spherically symmetric, as is natural in view of the close-packed structure of the solid. In first approximation, the pair distribution functions describing the c o~~e l ations in the relative motions of the two molecules in nearest neighbour, and more distant, pairs are also lSupported by a grant from the National Research Council o f Canada.
spherically symmetric. The renormalization of anisotropic interactions of definite tensorial form then does not change this form but only the magn i t~~d e of the coupling constants. For multipolar interactions, such as the electric quadrupole-quadrupole (EQQ) interaction, the coupling constants actually remain unchanged (8) .
In higher approximation, the pair distribution functions show an axially symmetl-ic anisotropy due to a smaller amplit~ide of the relative motion of the two molecules along the line joining them than perpendicular to it (3, 4, 6). The I-esulting renormalized pair interactions are still axially symmetric in this appl-oximation, and in particular the form of the EQQ interaction is not changed but the EQQ coupling constant for nearest neighbours in solid hydrogen is I-educed by about 10-20%. In the next stage of refinement one must expect that due to the dependence of the phonon frequencies and polarizations on the direction of propagation, and due to the 'ifi~alline environment of a pair, the axial symmetry of the pair distribution function will be broken. Averaged over such a distribution, the EQQ interaction yields a component which contributes to the splitting of the ground rotational level of an orthohydrogen pair in a parahydrogen matrix.
The inclusion of this effect has been found indispensable fo~al-I-iving at a consistent analysis of the microwave results. The magnitude of the effect is descl-ibed by the nonaxiality pa~.aniete~-v defined as 111 v = ( r l X 2 -II!,~) /RO2 where u = u, -u, is the relative displacement of molecules I and 2 with equilibrium separation R,, the z axis is along the equilibrium intern~olecul~u.
line, and the .t-and y axes are chosen in n suitable way relative to the surroundings of the pair, cf. 1.51 and [6] . The order of magnitude of the absolute value of q obtained ( 5 ) from an analysis of the microwave spectra is 2 x which should be compared with the value 1 . I x lo-' of (~I,,')/R,~'.
4 cf. 171. One of the purposes of the present paper is to present a calculation of T) for in-plane (ip) and out-of-plane (op) pairs based on the lattice dynamical properties of the solid.
In the self-consistent phonon theory (9), the ground state wave function is assumed to be the product of a Gaussian and a Jastrow function. The latter describes the short-range correlations in the hard-core region of the intermolecular potential, whereas the former gives meaning to the phonon concept in quantum crystals. As pointed out by Holmel (lo), the internal consistency of this procedure requires that the Jastrow function should affect explicitly only the moments of the pail-distribution function higher than the second. Since q depends only on the second moments [21 ( L I , L I~) = $g(u)rrarrp du of the pair distribution function. g(u), we may replace g (~) in the calculation of v by its Gaussian part which corresponds to the ground state of a model harmonic Hamiltonian. The force constants appearing in the latter can be obtained from the true intermolecular potential by the usual methods of t h e theory of quantum crystals (9) , and these force constants, and hence the Gaussian part ofg(u), will of course depend implicitly on the assumed Jastrow function. Such a calculation requires a large computational effort, and will not be attempted here. Instead we approximate the above harmonic Hamiltonian by simple models requiring only a small number of parameters.
Two contributions to v of a rather different nature can be distinguished and will be calculated in this paper. The one arises from the dependence of the phonon frequencies and polarizations on the direction of propagation relative to the c axis. This effect is present also in an anisotropic continuous medium where the pair 1,2 can be any two points. A natural model for the calculation of this effect is a genei-alized Debye model in which the anisotropy of the phonon propagation is taken into account. This model is parameterized in terms of the longwavelength modes which in turn depend on the elastic constants of the medium, for which the experimental values can be used, obtained from neutron scattering, BI-illouin scattering, or speed-ofsound experiments. To C;II.I.~ out this program it is convenient to decompose the elasticity tensol-into parts tl-ansfol-ming irreducibly ~~n d e~ rotations, as discussed in Sect. 3. Certain new relations between the elastic constants of hcp structures obtained along these lines as a by-PI-oduct, and of interest in connection with the comp~.essibility of these crystals, at-e also discussed in Sect. 3. The calculation of the pai~cc?!relation matrix [2] on the basis of the anisotropic Debye model is presented in Sect. 4. The Debye model cannot be expected to be accurate for the short-wavelength modes for which the molecula~. displacements in the real crystal, as contrasted to the continuum. will depend on the precise arrangement of the immediately surrounding molecules of the pair. This effect and in particular the influence of the difference in the surroundings of the two types of pail-, is investigated in Sect. 5 on the basis of a gener-alized Einstein model in which the coupling between neighbouring. originally isotropic Einstein oscillators, is taken into account by perturbation theory. In Sect. 6 our results are compared with those in ref. 6 , and the consequences for the analysis of the microwave spectlvm are discussed.
Definition of the Different Coordinate Frames
It is convenient to list together the three frames used in the calculations. The local frames introduced here are the same as in ref. 4, but slightly different fi-on1 those used in ref. 6 . ( c ) The Orrt-of-plcrtie Frrrtne The op frame with unit vectors 2.9, & defined by
The two molecules are at R, = 0 and R,= z and belong to the same unit cell. The Euler angles of the op frame relative to the crystal frame are (0, p,, 0) where cos2 0, = 3.
In the present context a more natural choice of and the op frame is to rotate the frame [6] through 90" around the z axis, giving
For both pairs the s axes are then perpendicular to the c axis. We note that since qf(op)= -q(op), the the brackets being definite expressions involving the force constants of the lattice. The quantity [lo] is the contribution from the so-called internal strain which is the microscopic displacement of the sublattices relative to each other induced by an externally imposed macroscopic deformation.
The elasticity tensor CaPY~ossesses the point group symmetry of the lattice and the additional symmetry relations ( I I )
To take advantage of these symmetry properties it is convenient to use spherical tensors. Under rotations of the coordinate system the fourth rank tensor C transforms contragrediently to a direct product of two symmetrical, second rank, Cartesian tensors, since for an eigenmode of [7] the quantity [ 121 CUPvs (lp'j6 cuey = po' is invariant. The tensor C is reducible and out of its components one can form five irreducible tensors, either according to the coupling scheme (yq)(ee) or (rle)(qe). Using the former, we obtain the set
C4
-{(qq)? ; (ee)?j4." relative sign of q for the two pairs depends i n the choice of frame.
The Elastic Constants and the Anisotropy of the Long-wavelength Modes in Hexagonal Crystals
The frequencies, o(q), and polarization vectors, in-educible tensors obtained by using the coupling scheme (qe)(qo) in [I31 will be denoted by CI,,,""'.
The sets CI,,I1tlr') and Ct,Iltr"' are equivalent in the sense that [hey are related by a unitary transformation.
The number of independent components of C is reduced further by the point symmetry of the lattice. For an isotropic medium only the two scalars Cootoo) and remain, the Lame coefficients.
Under cubic syrnmetry the combination C,, + (5114)"' (C,, + C4a) is invariant and hence may be nonvanishing, resulting in a total of three independent elastic parameters. For a hexagonal system there are five nonvanishing components, Cootoo', Coo('", C20(20', C2,, (22) , and C40t2", which are invariant under rotat~ons around the (. axis. Expressions for the irreducible components of C in terms of the Cartesian components are given in the Appendix.
For a close-packed hexagonal lattice no further reduction of the nurnber of independent components is possible on the basis of syrnmetry, since the symmetry elements are the same for all values of clrr. However, for clrr = (8/3)Il2 an "accidental degeneracy" arises (13) . Consider a lattice sum of the form where f(R) falls off faster than R -3 , SO that the sum converges absolutely. If.f(R) is decomposed into components tl-ansforming as spherical tensors under rotations, the contributions from the first two shells of neighbours to the second-rank components vanish identically for any f(R). As an illustration of this property consider an arrangement of charges on the lattice where each of the 12 sites nearest to the central site is assigned a charge q , . and each of the 6 next nearest sites a charge 4,. The quadrupole moment of this arrangement as a function of clcr goes t h r o~~g h zero at the point (813)"'. The contributions frorn the more distant shells to the second-rank part of [I81 alternate in sign and as a result this part is usually negligibly small.
The above property of the hcp lattice leads to an additional reduction of the number of independent elastic parameters if one assumes pairwise, central effective interactions. The external part of the elasticity tensor can then be expl-essed (ref. 11, p. 248) in the form [18] , and in an hcp lattice the two second-rank components of C,,, therefore vanish for all practical purposes, On the other hand, C,,, is not of the form [I81 even for central forces. and its second-rank components therefore need not vanish.' However, CZotZo)ln, and C20(ZZ'I, are not independent. One can show frorn the hexagonal symmetry that for central forced [20] together imply that for hcp crystals and central forces. Transcribed into the conventional matrix notation (cf. the Appendix), [22] reads This relation has been known empirically for several years. Franck and Wanner (1 5) derived it for hcp helium from the compressibility data for hydrostatic pressure, which show that the c/rr ratio does not change with pressure. Since the anisotropy of the compressibility of hexagonal crystals is determined by the single coefficient (16) [241
this coefficient must vanish for helium, thus implying [23] . Wannel-and Meyer (17) noted that various hcp crystals have a similar elastic behaviour, in contrast to crystals for which clrr is not equal to (8/3)Ifi. This led them to postulate the validity of [23] for solid parahydrogen for which the pressure dependence of clrr had not been investigated, but for which c/o was known to be very close to (813)'" at normal pressure. This argument can now be reversed. The validity of [23] for hcp crystals with central forces leads to their isotropic compressibility.
We now return to the wave equation 171, and we note that it is equivalent to the variational problem of finding the extrema of the invariant form a Izafor a fixed q a n d~~y i n g e subject to the norm I' tion condition" 
The vector e, lies in the basal plane perpendicular to q and specifies the truly transverse mode (T,). The other two modes, with displacement vectors lying in the plane containing q and the z-axis, are called quasilongitudinal ( L ) and quasitransverse (T,). It is always possible tochoose the valuesof the arc tangent in [31] so that the L mode corresponds to e, and the T, mode to e, .
We note that the result [31] has been established for a general hexagonal lattice without assuming the validity of [23] . It shows that the polarization vectors of the sound waves in an arbitrary hexagonal crystal depend on only four of the five elastic constants and are independent of C,,. Mol-eovel-, C12 is involved only in the expression for the frequency of the T, mode and not in those for the other two modes. The thl-ee speeds of sound, uj = oj/q, in the direction of 4 = (8, it becomes appasent that a speed-of-sound measurement of C I 2 , which would allow a test of the validity of the I-elation [23] , requires a measurement of the speed of the TI mode propagating at 21 sufficiently large inclination to the c axis.
The dispel-sion relations [33], [34] for elastic waves in hexagon~ll crystals have been known for a long time (18) . However, we believe that the method of derivation proposed here, as well as the simple analytic form [3 I] for the polarization directions, are new. The most important result for our present purpose is the anisotropy of the longwave-length modes described by [31], [33], [34], which will be applied in the next section to the calculation of the nonaxiality panmeter.
Calculation of the Pair Correlation Function and
Nonaxiality Parameter in the Anisotropic Debye Model Solid parahydrogen has an hcp structure with two identical molecules per unit cell. In the Debye model of t w t t i c e vibrations, the three optic modes corresponding to each wave vector in the first Bsillouin zone (BZ) are treated as acoustic modes extl-apolated to wave vectors in the second BZ. In terms of the normal modes of the corresponding harmonic lattice Hamiltonian, the displacement correlation matrix for a pair of molecules at a separation R , , , is then given by where MN is the total mass of the crystal.
The main approximation involved in the Debye model is that the true dispersion relations are replaced for all q by the long-wavelengt h limit, where uj(q) is the speed of sound of polarization j in the direction q. In the generalized, or anisotropic, i Debye model adopted here, the velocities of sound are assumed to be given by [ Table 1 we llst the different sets of elastic constants used in the calculations. These include the experimental sets of Nielsen (7), Wannerand Meyer(l7), and Thomas (l9), as well as the theoretical set calculated by Goldman (20) on the basis of the self-consistent phonon theory. The results of calculations of the dimensionless displacement con-elation matrix, Aup/RO2, are shown in Table 2 where the superscripts refer to the local frames [5] and [60].
As seen from Table 2 , the results for the different sets of elastic constants are reasonably consistent, except for the Wanner and Meyet-(17) set. Moreover. the Wannerand Meyerelastic constants lead to another difficulty. We have also calculated the matrix AUp for hcp deuterium using the elastic constants and lattice parameters quoted in Nielsen (7) and Wanner and Meyet- (17) . Using the Nielsen data, we find that the resultant matrix for D2 is very nearly propol-tional to that for H2, As a result, the ratio of q for the two solids is the same for ip and op pairs. This result is very plausible in view ofthe similarity ofthe two solids. On the other hand. using the Wanner and Meyer (17) elastic constants, a relation similar to [47] is not obtained and the ratio q(D2)/q(H2) we calculate is quite different for the two pairs. viz., 1.59for ip and 0.54 for op pairs. From this unreasonable result we conclude that the Wanner and Meyer set of elastic constants is not internally consistent.
From Table 2 it may appear that the results forq are not very sensitive to the precise values of the elastic constants used in the calculation, since there is a rather wide variation in the elastic constants shown in Table 1 . However, we wish to point out that q is quite sensitive to the internal consistency of the elastic constants within a set. This point is illustrated by the following. Goldman (21) has separately calculated the external contribution [9] to the elasticity tensol-in solid H, and D,. As discussed in Sect. 3. this tensor has only three independent parameters because of the 'accidental' vanishing in a close-packed lattice of its two second rank components. It is convenient to take C,,, C,,, and C4, as the independent parameters, since in a hexagonal lattice these receive no contribution from the internal strain and must therefore be equal to the corresponding parameters of C,,,. The remaining two parameters, C , ,""' and C,,'"', can be obtained from [19] and zu-e given by
Taking the values ofC,,, C33, and C4, from Table 1, the Goldman (p&t, we find C, , ""'= 4.10 kbar and C I~"~' = 0.98Ebar: which agree with the values quoted in ref. 21 . Comparing these values with the Goldman set, we see that neglect of the internal strain contribution to C results in an error of about 10% for C, , and 30% for C,,. On the other hand, we find that these relatively small changes in C lead to a dramatic change in the values of q , viz., Wanner and Meyer (17) Nielsen (7) Thomas (19) Goldnian (20) Wanner and Meyer (17) Nielsen (7) A,.;. A~. . . q ' ( x 1 0 3 )
where the correct values obtained with the Goldman set (20) , in which the internal strain contribution is included, are shown in parentheses. In connection with the results shown in Table 2 , we make the following remarks. The distribution in the relative displacements, u = u, -u,, can be represented by an ellipsoid M, Map LI,LI~ = 1, where M a h s the inverse of the correlation matrix Asp defined by [38] . According to Table 2, the principal axes of M f&-$r-i,airs coincide with the axes [5] , as demanded by the crystal symmetry, and M is flattened along they axis, i.e., along the crystal c axis, giving a positive q . For op pairs, the third principal axis o f M makes a small angle of the order of lo with the local z' axis, and the flattening along they' axis is less than for ip pairs, resulting in a smaller but still positive q'. These results are as expected for a model describing a continuous, uniaxial medium in which the shape of the correlation ellipsoid for two points of given separation can depend only on the angle, Or,, between the c axis and the line joining the two points. For O I 2 = 0, M must be axially symmetric, for O,, = i n , the asymmetry must be a maximum, and for a reasonably smooth anisotropy of the sound propagation, the asymmetry of M can be expected to vary smoothly between these two limits. In particulal-, the sign of q should be the same for all 0 1 2 , provided the s axis of the local frame is always chosen parallel to the basal plane. These properties are all borne out by the I-esults in Table 2 .
Calculation of the Nonaxiality Parameter in a
Perturbed Einstein Model As explained in Sect. 1, the effect of the immediate crystalline environment on the pair correlation function of a pair of nearest neighbouring molecules cannot be expected to be given col-rectly in the Debye model introduced in Sect. 4, since in that model the motion of the molecules is assumed to be equal to that of the coiresponding points in a continuous medium. We investigate this 'crystalline' effect here on the basis of an Einstein model perturbed by the intermolecular interaction which provides a coupling between neighbouring Einstein oscillators, which leads to a nonvanishing q depending on the spatial arrangement of the foulcommon nearest neighbours of the pair.
The which can be written as a sum of a single-particle neighbow-s of the pair 1, 2, cf. Fig. 1 . The angle and a two-particle operator, R = R l + R 2 , where between Rl,l and RZl, is 600 for all four neighbours and both types of pair, and Rl,L. Rz,, = iRo2, but the is larger than ql(op). The two results are not contradictory, however, since the variation in q in the Debye model is largely determined by the angle, O I 2 , between the pair axis and the c axis, whereas in the Einstein model the value of O , , is irrelevant and the immediate environment plays the determining role. We assume the two contributions to be additive and we regard the Einstein contribution as a correction of the short-wavelength contribution in the Debye model. This tends to decrease q(ip) and to increase ql(op), and hence to reduce the difference between the two pairs PI-edicted by the Debye model.
The Einstein model predicts a definite ratio, q(op)lq(ip) = 3, and a definite sign of q , which can be expected to be realistic. On the other hand, the magnitude of the Einstein contribution is quite Llncertain, since it depends on (/"(Rll)' which is doubtless not given correctly by the Lennard-Jones model. At present, the magnitude of the Einstein contribution is therefore best regarded as an ad-4 justable parameter, to be determined if possible from the experimental data, asdiscussed in the next section.
Concluding Remarks
Assuming that the contributions calculated in the Debye and Einstein models are additive, the final expression for q for the two types of pair, p. are
where with respect to the local frames [5] and [6] we have of a thl-ee-particle distribution function in the form of a procluct of three Jastrow fi~nctions, the result being Our results for q are quite different from those obtained in ref. 6 . and in this connection we wish to make the following remarks. In ref. 6 , q was obtained as a sum of two contributions, viz., the pair distribution function, or of the e l~i~s o i d M defined in Sect. 4, along the local ;7 axis, which is responsible for the reduction of the multipolal-coupling constants. As seen from Table 2 . [ is larger for op than for ip pairs, and the multipolar reduction factors, kjAlSj. which decrease with increasing [, must hence be largerfol-ip thanfol-op pairs. For the EQQ interaction we find, using the set of elastic constants of ref. 
